Glasgow 9-10 St Andrews
As the year drew to a close, so too did St Andrew’s Men’s final waterpolo gameThe Saints went into the game with a strong feeling that they had something to
prove after last seasons defeat, coupled with an eagerness to lead the league as
the only undefeated team heading into the new year.
The first quarter was initially very positive. The saints, shooting at the deep end,
opened a 4-1 lead within minutes, but a strong Glasgow response meant that it
was gradually reduced until the score read 4-4. St. Andrews went ahead again
during the second quarter, two goals without response left the score line at 6-4
by half time. Some questionable refereeing later, it was apparent that St.
andrews had been robbed of both their lead and their edge as Glasgow went
ahead for the first time in the game at 7-6. This lead was short-lived, however quickly regained by St. Andrews at 8-7. Both teams felt that the game was up for
grabs heading into Q4, and the stakes were high. 8 Nail biting minutes and 4
goals later, the game ended. St. Andrews were victorious. The score read 10 to
the visitors and 9 to the hosts. Special mentions must go to the Glasgow men’s
team who put up a valiant effort against a relatively untested St. Andrews side,
causing the saints lots of problems. But most importantly I, and the whole of St.
Andrews waterpolo would like to take a moment to thank wholeheartedly Angus
‘The facilitator’ Armstrong. A Waterpolo Blue, Angus has been a massive part of
the sport during his time at the university and is our current leading goalscorer on
26 for the season. Personally I would like to thank Angus for being a legend and
helping assimilate me into the team so easily this semester- I couldn’t have done
it without you and I know I speak for the whole team when I say you’ll be missed.
Thank you Goose
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